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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Returning citizens, particularly those with a limited work history or who have been out of the labor market for several years, face significant and well-documented barriers to employment. The Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) provides incarcerated individuals with access to vocational and educational programming to help overcome some of these barriers, but many individuals still struggle to find formal employment at a sustainable wage on release. The average amount of time before individuals released from federal prison facilities find a formal job is more than six months, and, although 67 percent of individuals find employment at some point during the first four years after release, less than 40 percent are employed at any single point in time (Carson et al., 2021). Moreover, for those who do find employment, wages are often meager (Carson et al., 2021).

This report describes the ecosystem of federal reentry and employment support that returning citizens have access to; identifies areas for improvement; and provides some potential solutions for the BOP, community-based organizations, and interested employers to consider. The reentry and employment support ecosystem for returning citizens includes the institutional environment and available programming, prerelease efforts to prepare individuals for employment and connect them to employers, services available after individuals are transferred to BOP community custody, postrelease supervision, and postrelease connections to employers and community-based organizations. Each of these components may serve to support individuals in their transitions from incarceration to the community and may help them find and sustain meaningful employment. We conducted interviews and focus groups with subject-matter experts in each of these components, including experts with lived experience of being incarcerated in federal institutions.

What We Found

Workshop participants identified a variety of opportunities and recommendations for both the BOP and other organizations involved in reentry and postincarceration employment:

- The BOP is a large and complex organization with institutions, offices (one central office and six regional offices), and contract facilities spread across the United States. Participants noted that employment outcomes would be improved through sustained leadership focus on and commitment to an organizational culture that better supports incarcerated individuals and addresses their vocational and educational needs. Relatedly, the BOP must address persistent staff recruitment and retention deficiencies so that programming and service delivery can take place without interruption. Participants suggested considering strategies to leverage the lived experiences of formerly incarcerated individuals (e.g., hiring vetted individuals to be peer navigators, relaxing barriers to volunteering in institutions) to improve employment outcomes.

The BOP is a large and complex organization. Employment outcomes would be improved through sustained leadership focus on and commitment to an organizational culture that better supports incarcerated individuals and addresses their vocational and educational needs.
• Preparing incarcerated individuals for employment on release begins in the institution. Participants made several recommendations to improve outcomes: start career planning, vocational or educational programming, and reentry preparation as early during incarceration as possible; prioritize providing resources to those most in need (e.g., individuals at higher risk of recidivism or with little to no employment history or education); ensure that vocational programs lead to marketable skills and that employers are aware of this talent pool; ensure that individuals have opportunities to develop digital literacy and have the documents that are required to work (e.g., identification, résumé) in hand prior to release. In addition, technology should be leveraged to connect incarcerated individuals with community-based organizations and employers prior to release.

• About 75 percent of incarcerated individuals are transitioned to a contracted residential reentry center (RRC), also known as a halfway house, prior to release from BOP custody. Employment outcomes could improve with greater capacity overall, as well as more RRCs in closer proximity to the communities that individuals are returning to. The BOP should examine policies that may create barriers to successful employment outcomes (e.g., the requirement to obtain full-time employment within 30 days of arrival at the RRC). A more tailored approach that allows individuals to pursue other options (e.g., education, part-time work) should be considered. RRCs provide a variety of services; however, some individuals may need additional support to obtain and sustain employment. There is a need to leverage community-based organizations and peer navigators to help individuals (e.g., via transportation or counseling) better manage the difficult transition back to society.

• The BOP is encouraged to track granular data on employment outcomes of releasees by vocational and educational program participation and other key metrics. These data can help the agency gain insight into which programs are correlated to successful outcomes and may inform program planning. Collaboration with RRCs and federal probation will be required to track outcomes once individuals return to the community. The BOP typically does not track people once they leave BOP custody, and gathering the data necessary to truly evaluate the effectiveness of employment programs is a challenge, but doing so was identified by participants as worthwhile.

• To mitigate the stigma of hiring formerly incarcerated individuals, second-chance employers (i.e., those that hire individuals with criminal records) are encouraged to share their success stories with their peers. To the extent possible, these employers are encouraged to gather and share data on employment outcomes to help demonstrate the value of tapping into this pool of talent.
INTRODUCTION

The National Institute of Justice, supported by the RAND Corporation in partnership with the University of Denver, hosted a virtual workshop at the request of the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) to explore the challenges and opportunities associated with improving employment outcomes among individuals released from the federal prison system. Formerly incarcerated individuals, particularly those who have been out of the labor market for several years, often struggle to obtain and maintain meaningful employment on release from prison. Some of these challenges are individual, but many are systemic. For example, low levels of education, limited work experience and marketable skills, a lack of documented identification, and a general reluctance among employers to hire formerly incarcerated individuals are all barriers to meaningful employment (Baer et al., 2006). Furthermore, the National Inventory of Collateral Consequences of Conviction has identified nearly 30,000 examples of federal or state-imposed employment-related restrictions on people with criminal convictions (Umez and Gaines, 2021). An examination of persons released from federal prison in 2010 found that less than 40 percent of BOP releasees had been employed during a four-year period; it also found that the median quarterly earnings by the end of four years were $6,000 (Carson et al., 2021). Ultimately, the lack of employment opportunities can affect these individuals’ ability to sustain themselves and their families, as well as their ability to desist from crime. RAND and the University of Denver convened a group of BOP administrators, community-based reentry service providers, researchers, national employers, and other experts to explore the issue of postrelease employment and identify areas of improvement to better prepare returning citizens for meaningful employment as a path to successful reentry.

The BOP is a federal law enforcement agency charged with protecting public safety. It accomplishes this not only by securely and safely housing individuals who are accused or convicted of federal crimes in correctional settings but also by providing programming and support to help ensure that individuals who are released successfully transition back into the community. As of this writing, approximately 159,000 individuals were in the custody and care of the agency, which operates 122 institutions (see Figure 1; BOP, 2023). More than 97 percent of these individuals will be released to the community at some point, and more than 35,000 individuals were released in 2021 (BOP, undated-c). Many of these individuals, however, will continue to be justice-involved. For example, the U.S. Sentencing Commission tracked individuals released from BOP custody in 2005. Over a five-year period, approximately 45 percent were rearrested, 26 percent were reconvicted, and 21 percent were reincarcerated (Hunt and Dumville, 2016).

Given the high cost of incarceration,1 the size of the federal prison population, and persistent recidivism, there has been an increased focus on correctional programming and reentry services to achieve better outcomes. For example, the First Step Act of 2018 (Public Law 115-391, 2018) requires the development and implementation of a risk and needs assessment system to guide placement of incarcerated individuals in recidivism-reducing programs to address their needs and reduce their risk of recidivism. Eligible individuals who participate in these programs may earn time credits toward their sentences as an incentive. However, it is important to note that such programs are voluntary, and, therefore, motivation is a critical factor.

Drawing on the results of risk and needs assessments, staff may recommend that individuals participate in relevant programs and services that address their criminogenic factors (e.g., antisocial cognition, antisocial associates, education, family reunification, substance use, mental health, and housing).2

---

Employment is an important area of need and the focus of the workshop. Research has demonstrated that employment is an influential predictor of successful reentry, and, although the relationship can be complicated, there is consistent evidence that employment increases the length of time between release and recidivism (Berg and Huebner, 2011; Tripodi, Kim, and Bender, 2010). Education during incarceration is also a critical factor (Duwe and Clark, 2014). Furthermore, employment represents not only financial stability but also a commitment and attachment to society (Mauldin, 2016). Employment can serve as a prosocial routine activity that allows individuals to contribute to and develop positive social ties with their communities.

Institutional Programming

The BOP supports a variety of programming designed to better prepare incarcerated individuals for employment opportunities on release. For example, most individuals who are serving sentences are given institutional work assignments that allow them to gain work experience in such areas as food service, safety and sanitation, and groundskeeping.

Beyond institutional job assignments, eligible individuals may apply to participate in more-formal programming that is designed to prepare them to work in a particular field. While specific programming opportunities can vary by institution, individuals can access occupational training in a variety of areas, such as welding; building trades; culinary arts; heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC); and diesel mechanics. Programs range in rigor from apprenticeships (e.g., electricians, plumbers), which can lead to U.S. Department of Labor certification, to shorter-term courses in specific areas (e.g., forklift operations). In general, all programs can lead to an industry-recognized certification or credential of some sort.

The BOP program that is most directly responsible for many of these opportunities is UNICOR, also known as Federal Prison Industries (FPI). Incarcerated individuals may gain job skills and work experience through participation in FPI, which is a wholly government-owned corporation whose mandate is to reduce recidivism by providing incarcerated individuals with employment and the job skills necessary for successful reentry. FPI operates in seven business segments: agribusiness, clothing and textiles, electronics, fleet, office furniture, recycling, and services (e.g., call centers, computer-aided design). FPI has operations at 63 factories and two farms located at 51 prison facilities (UNICOR, undated). Historically, most products and services were sold to other federal agencies, but the First Step Act and other initiatives now allow for expansion into other markets, including the private sector in some cases. FPI is self-sustaining by law and, therefore, receives no appropriated funds. Revenues are put back into the program. FPI offers incarcerated individuals the opportunity to obtain certifications and skills in a wide array of areas (e.g., carpentry, welding, supply chain management, telephonic sales, computer-aided design, Lean Six Sigma, drafting).

As individuals near release, they may also have access to classes in such areas as résumé writing, navigating the job search, and interviewing. Some institutions hold mock job fairs for individuals to practice job interview skills; these fairs also provide employers with insight into the skills available among the returning citizen talent pool (U.S. Probation and Pretrial Services Office [District of South Dakota] and Federal Bureau of Prisons, undated).

A variety of educational opportunities are available to incarcerated students. All BOP prison facilities offer literacy classes and English as a second language (ESL). Individuals who do not have high school diplomas or General Educational Development (GED) certificates must first participate in the literacy program for a minimum of 240 hours or until they obtain GEDs. Non-English-speaking individuals must take ESL (U.S. Probation and Pretrial Services Office [District of South Dakota] and Federal Bureau of Prisons, undated).

Halfway Houses

The BOP contracts with more than 100 organizations to operate approximately 200 residential reentry centers (RRCs)—also known as halfway houses—across the United States (Deloitte Development, 2016). After serving time in an institution, eligible individuals may be transferred to BOP community custody and placed in an RRC to help their transition to the community. Approximately 75 percent of individuals are placed in an RRC for a period of up to a year (GAO, 2016). The RRC is responsible for providing support in a variety of areas, such

---

**ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOP</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Prisons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>coronavirus disease 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>department of corrections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPI</td>
<td>Federal Prison Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO</td>
<td>U.S. Government Accountability Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GED</td>
<td>General Educational Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRC</td>
<td>residential reentry center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>virtual reality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as employability skills, assistance in obtaining identification and employment, housing, and behavioral health issues. While individuals reside in the RRC, they remain in the custody of the BOP until the confinement portion of the sentence has been satisfied. Therefore, they are accountable to the rules of the RRC. For example, residents are expected to work full-time and pay subsistence (i.e., rent). Furthermore, they may leave the facility only for approved activities, may not use substances, and may not engage in any activities that could undermine the safety and security of the facility. Serious rule violations could result in transfer back to an institution.

**Supervised Release**

Individuals sentenced to federal incarceration often must also serve a period of supervised release (i.e., probation) following release from the institution or RRC. Approximately 80 percent of individuals must serve a period of supervised release, and the median duration is three years (Schmitt and Jeralds, 2022). Individuals under supervised release are no longer in the custody of the BOP but rather are under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Probation and Pretrial Services system, a component of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. That said, the supervised release period represents a critical time in the reentry process. U.S. probation officers not only monitor individuals in the community to make sure they comply with the court-ordered release conditions (e.g., find and maintain employment, obey the law) but also may direct them to supportive services, such as employment assistance, substance use or mental health treatment, and medical care, as needed.

**Postrelease Employment Outcomes**

Although data are scarce (and dated), it appears that formerly incarcerated individuals still struggle to gain employment, despite an increased focus on reentry programming, including vocational training. For example, a recent Bureau of Justice Statistics study tracked 51,500 individuals released from federal prison in 2010 over a four-year period (Carson et al., 2021). With employment defined as “formal work that results in at least $1 in earnings during a quarter” (Carson et al., 2021, p. 2), the following findings emerged:

- On average, it took more than six months for individuals to find their first formal jobs.
- Although 67 percent of individuals were employed at some point during the follow-up period, at no point was more than 40 percent of the total studied population simultaneously employed.

- For those who were employed, earnings were meager. Median earnings started at $3,500 in the first quarter following release and rose to over $6,000 by the last quarter of the follow-up period.

Other studies, which included formerly incarcerated individuals from both federal and state prisons, produced similar results. Looney and Turner (2018) report that only 55 percent of releasees have any reported earnings in the first year after release.

Clearly, there is ample opportunity to better prepare returning citizens for employment. Furthermore, societal factors are converging in a way that could improve outcomes. For example, as the U.S. economy continues to recover from the financial impacts of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, many employers are facing labor shortages, and the national unemployment rate has returned to the pre-pandemic low of around 3.6 percent. Employers appear to be increasingly willing to provide returning citizens with job opportunities. For example, a 2021 survey found that 53 percent of human resource professionals said they would be willing to hire people with criminal records—up from just 37 percent in 2018 (Goldberg, 2022). Employers also express satisfaction with job performance; 85 percent of human resource professionals expressed the belief that workers with criminal records perform just as well as or better in their jobs than workers without criminal records (Society for Human Resource Management, 2021). Finally, several studies have shown that employees with criminal records are often more loyal, have higher retention rates, and have lower turnover rates (Krumrie, 2016; Minor, Persico, and Weiss, 2018; Paulk, 2016; Trone Private Sector and Education Advisory Council to the American Civil Liberties Union, 2017).

Considering these challenges and opportunities, we sought to understand how the BOP could leverage these factors to improve employment outcomes by better preparing returning citizens for work, connecting them to opportunities, and supporting them through the reentry process. There is evidence that employment-focused programming can both reduce recidivism and improve outcomes, such as employment, hours worked, and wages (McNeeley, 2022). Still, other research has shown that individual characteristics, such as race, gender, age, and education, can play a key role in employability and outcomes for people returning from prison (Cobbina, Huebner, and Berg, 2012; Kolbeck, Bellair, and Lopez, 2022; Wang, Mears, and Bales, 2010). For instance, only 23.5 percent of
Black federal prisoners were employed one year before their admission to prison, relative to 36.3 percent of White federal prisoners and 35.8 percent of Hispanic federal prisoners, according to a Bureau of Justice Statistics report on persons released from federal prison in 2010 (Carson et al., 2021). Black federal prisoners also made less money than their White or Hispanic counterparts before admission to prison. Female federal prisoners were more likely to be employed and make more money than male federal prisoners.

The workshop had a general focus and did not seek to address challenges and strategies (such as gender-responsive programming) related to specific groups. Similarly, it is understood that successful employment outcomes are highly dependent on an individual’s motivation and how well prepared they are to return to the community. Certain factors, such as mental health (Wallace and Wang, 2020), substance use (Link and Hamilton, 2017; Wilson et al., 2018), and housing (Jacobs and Gottlieb, 2020), are critically important and should be addressed during incarceration and throughout the reentry transition. These factors were not the primary focus of the workshop, but they are important to examine in future efforts.

How the Bureau of Prisons Is Unique
The BOP shares many similarities with state correctional systems. Correctional systems are complex organizations with an extremely challenging mission, and they operate within a political ecosystem and compete for funding with other agencies, which can lead to resource constraints. Despite these similarities, the BOP is unique in some important respects.

System Size and Scope
By several measures, the BOP operates the largest correctional system in the United States. Approximately 159,000 individuals are in BOP custody; the next largest system is that of Texas, which houses approximately 136,000 individuals (Carson et al., 2021). The BOP maintains a staff of approximately 35,000 and operates with an annual budget of almost $8 billion (Bublé, 2023). Unlike state correctional systems, the BOP operates nationally and is responsible for housing individuals sentenced by all of the 94 federal judicial district courts. As a result, these individuals may reside in any of the states or territories or the District of Columbia and can be designated to one of 122 federal correctional institutions of varying security levels. Although the BOP attempts to house individuals within 500 driving miles of their release residences, this is not always possible, because of security requirements, medical and mental health needs, programming needs, or other factors. Furthermore, some states (such as Texas and California) have multiple institutions, and 13 states (such as Iowa and Utah) do not have any. Ultimately, unlike state prisons, where the vast majority of incarcerated individuals are from the state in which they are incarcerated and will be released to that state, federal institutions often house individuals far from their homes, and the population will be released to different parts of the country. It can be challenging for institutional staff to develop relationships and connect with relevant resources (e.g., employers, reentry service providers, workforce development programs) in the communities that individuals are returning to.

Grant Funding
Over the past several years, the federal government has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in grant funding to support the successful reentry of adult and juvenile offenders into their communities. Typically, eligibility to compete for these grants is limited to state, local, and tribal government agencies and nonprofit reentry service organizations. Workshop participants noted that, as a federal agency, the BOP generally cannot receive grant funds. This ineligibility to apply for grants can be a hindrance in terms of access to needed funds, and it may lead to fewer opportunities for institutional staff to connect with community-based reentry service organizations and build relationships to strengthen continuity of care for returning citizens as they transition from prison.

Oversight and Political Influence
Unlike state correctional systems, which are under the oversight of the governor and the state legislature, the BOP is overseen by a number of federal entities. The director of the BOP is appointed by the U.S. Attorney General. Certain entities, such as congressional oversight committees, GAO, and the U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, regularly investigate and evaluate aspects of the agency’s operations and generate recommendations that must be responded to.

Bureaucratic Regulations
The BOP is subject to a different set of rules and regulations from those for state correctional systems. While the First Step Act promotes partnerships with nongovernmental organizations, these partnerships can be difficult to navigate because of Federal Acquisition Regulation and other guidelines on ethical practices, such as equitable treatment of similar organizations.
Participants noted that even accepting free services can be problematic from an ethical perspective.

Methods
RAND and the University of Denver, on behalf of the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), hosted a virtual workshop to explore the challenges and opportunities associated with improving employment outcomes among BOP releasees and outline necessary steps to alter the current trajectory. RAND and the University of Denver convened a group of BOP administrators, community-based reentry service providers, researchers, national employers, and other experts, including with lived experience, to participate in the workshop.

Project staff, in consultation with NIJ, identified candidate participants via existing networks, searches for organizations and individuals with relevant experience, searches for participants who had studied relevant topics, and referrals. During the invitation process, substitutes were identified by initial invitees when they were unable to participate. Ultimately, a group of 17 experts was convened. The participants and their affiliations are shown in the “Participants” box.

The workshop was held during March and April 2022. Because of social distancing requirements associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, the workshop was held virtually, in two stages. During the initial stage, which took place from mid-March to mid-April, project staff conducted interviews ranging from 45 to 60 minutes with each participant via a web-conferencing application. The purpose of the interviews was to gather participant insights on key challenges and opportunities from their unique perspectives and experiences. Participant input was synthesized into the following key themes:

- **Internal BOP issues.** This theme consists of administrative, bureaucratic, structural, geographic, and resource constraints; organizational culture; technology infrastructure; and challenges with establishing partnerships with local community-based reentry organizations.
- **Preparation for success.** This theme consists of strength-based needs assessment; holistic programming models; educational and vocational programming that leads to marketable credentials; development of employability skills and digital literacy; and peer support and mentoring.
- **Connections to employers in the community.** This theme consists of leveraging technology for virtual job fairs; providing access to internet content for job searching;
and informing industry of the skills that returning citizens possess.

- **Supervision after institutional release.** This theme consists of policies and requirements that may be counterproductive to success; the need for ongoing support throughout the transition process; and synergy with local employers and community-based reentry service providers.

- **Employer perspectives.** This theme consists of identifying challenges and opportunities of hiring returning citizens; overcoming stigma and other barriers; celebrating successes; countering misconceptions (e.g., a need to modify hiring practices, potential liability); and creating synergy with community-based reentry service providers.

- **Reforms.** This theme consists of relaxation or elimination of regulatory employment restrictions and automatic expungement of criminal records.

- **Data and research needs.** This theme consists of internally tracking program participation while individuals are in prison; tracking postrelease employment outcomes; and linking employment outcomes to specific programs.

The themes were provided to participants to review in preparation for the second stage of the workshop. In this stage, project staff convened the participants in two three-hour virtual meetings over two days: April 19 and 26. The purpose of these sessions was to introduce the participants to one another, discuss the challenges faced in each theme, and provide recommendations to overcome these hurdles. Participants also had the opportunity to raise issues that did not come up during the individual interviews. The discussions and input provided by the participants form the basis of this report. Additionally, project staff leveraged available published data to provide context for the discussions. To a significant degree, facilitators allowed participants to direct the conversation and discuss themes the group considered important. As a result, some themes were discussed in more detail, and not every theme is presented at the same level of detail in this report. Focus was placed primarily on actionable solutions that the BOP could implement to improve employability among returning citizens.

The small number of participants in the workshop introduces the potential for bias in our results. Specifically, a different group of participants might have identified other priorities. It should also be acknowledged that several participants (e.g., community-based reentry service providers, researchers, employers) were not affiliated with the BOP, so their input was largely based on their experiences with returning citizens and reentry programs in general and was not necessarily specific to BOP releases. Nevertheless, much of their input was still applicable to BOP releases and provided insights into other correctional systems and local organizations working in this space. Many of the generalizations are useful in framing the challenges and potential solutions.

Although efforts were made to obtain full participation in the group meetings, not everyone could attend each session. In addition, beyond looking for contextual information or other sources to expand on the discussion of points that seemed particularly salient, project staff did not fact-check or seek to verify the statements made by participants.

---

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The interviews and workshop discussions pointed to critical and interconnected factors that participants perceived as important to success or failure (see Figure 2). These factors follow the process from incarceration to release and suggest that successful employment and recidivism outcomes could be improved by making positive changes at each step, including improving the institutional environment of the BOP, accounting for structural features of the BOP (e.g., size and location of institutions), hiring and training staff to be aligned with values that support inmate success, changing the culture to support the success of incarcerated individuals, and developing or updating institutional programming to maximize opportunities for incarcerated individuals. Prerelease preparation directly connects to postrelease success and includes improving connections to employers and community-based organizations and ensuring that incarcerated persons have proper identification and other documentation, which helps set them up with other forms of support on release. The period following institutional release is when the BOP begins to lose sight of returning citizens, but this phase is critical for supporting both immediate and long-term success through RRC policies and capacity, connections to employers, and connections to community supports. The BOP’s inability to maintain contact with or track individuals after release from BOP custody is a substantial challenge to measuring outcomes. Lastly, participants expressed the view that, to change the narrative about returning citizens and their employability, improved data collection is necessary for the BOP and employers. This would allow the BOP or interested employers to share successes and would provide an opportunity for the BOP and employers to evaluate their practices and make...
data-informed improvements. Each of these issues is discussed in detail below.

Organizational Culture

A report from the National Institute of Corrections defines culture in corrections as “the values, assumptions, and beliefs people hold that drive the way the institution functions and the way people think and behave” (Byrne, Taxman, and Hummer, 2005). Although the BOP provides incarcerated individuals with opportunities to improve their employment outcomes, the workshop participants discussed issues with organizational culture that might hinder that goal.

Organizational culture can manifest in a variety of ways. For example, in many institutions, a negative culture may be reflected in an “us-versus-them” mentality exhibited by staff toward the incarcerated population. These staff may believe that their primary role is to protect society from these individuals or protect them from each other rather than helping them improve their prospects for successful reentry into society after release (Zweig and Blackmore, 2008).

Several participants noted that these attitudes exist within BOP institutions to varying degrees and can undermine efforts to improve reentry outcomes. Although a tension between security and treatment objectives is common in any correctional agency (Hepburn and Albonetti, 1980; Josi and Sechrest, 1996), the BOP is unique in some respects. For example, unlike state and local correctional agencies, the BOP is designated as a law enforcement agency. All staff who work in an institution, including correctional officers, vocational trainers, teachers, and case managers, are considered law enforcement officers. Staff are also correctional workers; they must complete a three-week in-residence course called “Introduction to Correctional Techniques” and may perform correctional work (i.e., security functions) as needed regardless of their specific institu-

“You can see the difference when people work with staff who are good and care. . . . But I’ve also seen staff coming in the back door so [that] they didn’t have to encounter incarcerated individuals.”
tional occupations. According to the participants, this structure inevitably emphasizes security concerns over other activities, such as vocational programming and education. Some participants noted that, although many staff are invested in the success of incarcerated individuals, there remains a pervasive punitive attitude that must be overcome. For example, some staff may look down on incarcerated individuals and treat them as “less than.”

Participants noted that correctional officers often come from military backgrounds and may be primarily attracted to the security aspects of the job. While security is critically important, the participants noted that officers spend considerable time with incarcerated individuals and, therefore, can play a key role in preparing them for successful reentry by emphasizing positive personal interactions and modeling prosocial behaviors to the extent possible. Shifting the interaction approach of correctional officers can be challenging, the participants noted, because staff are generally trained to be security-minded and are cautioned against getting overly familiar with individuals in custody (e.g., because of concerns about inappropriate relationships and staff vulnerability to compromise). With guidance and support, officers can be trained to be role models and change agents, not just performers of a security function.

Similar concerns were raised about staff responsible for rehabilitative programs and reentry services, although to a lesser extent. While most staff are enthusiastic and supportive of incarcerated individuals, some are not. This might not be surprising in an agency with approximately 35,000 employees, but it is still an issue that must be addressed. Challenges with negative or unhelpful staff will only compound the many barriers to successful reentry that incarcerated individuals already face.

Participants suggested that recruitment efforts designed to attract staff with a more “helping” mindset may be beneficial and that ongoing training for existing staff on the importance of employment and reentry programming and their role in support of this objective can also help. Furthermore, they noted that an overall emphasis on programming can itself help change the culture. When incarcerated individuals are motivated to actively engage in self-improvement and are supported by staff, the atmosphere in the institution is often more positive, which can lead to a better environment for all.9

Staffing Issues
Like its counterparts at the state level, the BOP has struggled with staffing shortages for several years (DeChalus, 2022). This

“I was up on my soapbox with my staff. Even within our division, even education, chaplaincy, halfway houses, we have people who don’t like inmates and don’t want to help inmates; they repeat awful stereotypes about inmates.”

"We have staff who model positive behaviors, but a lot don’t."
challenge has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic and associated national labor shortages. According to the agency, recent recruitment efforts have resulted in significant staffing gains, but levels are currently trending downward nationwide, prompting the provision of incentives for new hires (BOP, 2022).

Inadequate staffing both directly and indirectly affects the agency’s ability to prepare individuals for employment and successful reentry (GAO, 2021). For example, a shortage of correctional officers can undermine the security and safety of an institution. Security is paramount in the BOP, but when staff and incarcerated individuals are inordinately concerned with their personal safety, rehabilitative efforts become even less of a priority. More directly, institutional programming may rely on correctional officers to escort individuals to and from classes, work assignments, or other activities, and officers may be required to remain and supervise these activities. When officers are unavailable for this function because of shortages, activities may be canceled. A byproduct of correctional officer shortages is a BOP process known as augmentation (Sisak and Balsamo, 2021). When a security post is not covered by a correctional officer, the institution may be forced to leverage other staff, such as teachers or case managers, to fill in. The frequency of the use of augmentation and its impact are significant. For example, the use of the practice across all BOP institutions increased 47 percent from fiscal year (FY) 2015 through FY 2019, and two of the six regions had increases of more than 100 percent (Trautman, 2022). In FY 2019, 325,000 hours of augmentation were reported, which is the equivalent of 156 full-time employees. The increasing reliance on augmentation is clearly a hindrance to the delivery of vocational and educational training programs and reentry services. In some cases, all programming can be canceled on any given day (GAO, 2021).

Participants reported that these positions are controlled at the local-institution level, and, when staff leave the agency, they might not be replaced. Similar issues were identified in an independent assessment of the BOP’s education program:

> Preliminary findings indicate that education positions and personnel are regularly reallocated at will to other functions or tasks by local prison administrations. In the competition for local institution priorities and resources, and without clear incentives otherwise, education and training programs always lose. (Bronner Group, LLC, 2016, p. v)

Several other factors may hinder the BOP’s ability to recruit and retain programming and reentry service staff. For example, participants noted that important positions, such as reentry affairs coordinators, lack a career path with opportunities to advance. As a result, as experienced staff move on, continuity of service provision can suffer while a new person learns the role. In some cases, the federal government’s pay scale is not competitive. For example, one participant noted that candidates for positions as vocational instructors can earn more money in the private sector. Compensation aside, geography can also present challenges; participants reported that it can be difficult to recruit qualified staff to fill positions in some

“Staff shortages mean that computer labs sometimes sit empty.”

“We need staff to deliver programs, which we hardly ever get.”
institutions, particularly those located in remote areas or areas with high costs of living.

Ultimately, these recruitment and retention challenges must be addressed, as they directly hinder agency efforts to prepare individuals for employment and successful reentry to the community.

General Programming

Participants noted the mantra that “reentry starts on day one,” but this is often more of an aspiration than a reality. The BOP’s website acknowledges that “focus on release preparation intensifies at least 18 months prior to release” (BOP, undated-b), and participants from the BOP reported that they try their best to focus on those individuals who are closest to release first, particularly those without job skills or credentials. Several participants discussed the tension between the need to engage incarcerated individuals in meaningful vocational and educational programming as quickly as possible and practical constraints.

Many of the constraints are resource related. As participants noted, although the BOP offers a variety of quality programs, it is limited in scale and simply cannot accommodate the demand. For example, such constraints as staff shortages and lack of physical space can limit the number of individuals that can be enrolled in a program, resulting in long waitlists in some areas, such as GED and literacy programs. Furthermore, not all programs are offered in every institution, which can somewhat limit the opportunities available to an incarcerated individual. For example, FPI operates in only about half of all institutions. Currently, approximately 16,000 individuals (roughly 8 percent of the incarcerated population) participate in FPI, and another 25,000 individuals are waiting to participate in the program (BOP, undated-d). Finally, because resources are limited, legally mandated programming (e.g., GED and literacy programs) takes priority over other programming (e.g., soft skills, postsecondary education, vocational training).

Other challenges pertain to timing, logistics, and the length of an individual’s sentence. For example, certain vocational certifications may have a shelf life (e.g., they expire after five years). Therefore, program completion should be aligned with release date. On the other hand, some individuals may be unable to participate in and complete some programs because their sentences are too short or they have applied to participate too close to release.

Participants expressed concern that if incarcerated individuals are not engaged in meaningful vocational and educational programming and reentry planning up front, they could be more likely to develop bad habits or succumb to antisocial influences in the institution. Participants called for providing earlier interventions and spreading dosages throughout the incarceration period. They recognized that some forms of programming or support can more realistically be accomplished early in the incarceration period than others. For example,
there may be no need to delay the process of obtaining identification. Developing résumé-writing and interviewing skills should not have to wait until the tail end of incarceration; these skills can be developed and practiced throughout the incarceration period. Other alternatives (such as increased access to postsecondary education, increased access to programming, and expanded eligibility for FPI participation) may be more challenging, but they are achievable given adequate resources. Ultimately, participants argued that individuals should not be left to languish in the early stages of their incarceration.

Career Planning

Incarcerated individuals, particularly those with little or no work history, may struggle to identify what type of employment to seek after release. Workshop participants argued that efforts to provide career guidance could be improved in several ways. For example, greater emphasis should be placed on working with individuals early in the process to determine their interests, passions, and career goals. Participants encouraged greater use of strength-based assessments to support career planning, noting that typical risk and needs assessments focus primarily on the past and negative, often traumatic, situations (e.g., criminal history, substance use). An emphasis on future possibilities, protective factors, and the positives in an individual’s life can be critical to nurturing a sense of hopefulness.

From there, staff should work with individuals to identify the appropriate paths that allow them to leverage their strengths to obtain the skills and/or recognized credentials necessary for future employment opportunities. Participants discussed the importance of establishing short- and long-term goals with individuals so that they are always working toward something. This can help keep individuals on track throughout incarceration and beyond, and staff should periodically check in to reassess and readjust the plan as needed.

As part of career planning, there is a need for better alignment between the credential an individual wants to earn and any employment restrictions that may exist in the state they are returning to. For example, one workshop participant recalled a situation in which an individual earned a certificate in cosmetology only to later learn that they were restricted from getting a license in their state of residence. To avoid wasted effort and frustration, staff should be better equipped to provide this guidance (e.g., create a state policy database). Incarcerated individuals should also have access to this information in some form (e.g., via applications on a tablet or permitted sites accessible in a computer lab) so that they are empowered to make better decisions for themselves.

Provision of Services to Those Most in Need

According to participants, individuals with the highest risks and needs do not always receive the programming they need to succeed on return to the community. While some of these individuals may not wish to participate in programming, participants identified other factors. For example, staff might be disinclined to enroll individuals (or might discourage the enrollment of individuals) whom they perceive as “difficult,” out of concern that activities might be disruptive for the entire group. Furthermore, internal policies (such as excluding individuals from certain programs because of a poor conduct record) may be an inhibitor. As a result, classes may be composed of mostly lower-risk individuals who receive a relatively lower benefit from programming. Not only is this an inefficient use of resources, but also it skews data regarding correlations between program participation and outcomes, such as recidivism. Most importantly, the individuals who most need the programming are not getting it (Chamberlain, 2012).

Data on program participation by risk or security level during incarceration are not readily available. However, data on RRC participation may be revealing. According to a report from the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of the Inspector General, between October 2013 and April 2016, 90 percent of minimum-security and 75 percent of low-security individuals were placed in RRCs, home confinement, or both (Office of the Inspector General, 2016). Only 58 percent of high-security individuals were placed into RRCs. The remaining 42 percent were released directly into the community without the benefit of transitional reentry services. The report acknowledges that many high-security individuals may have been ineligible for
RRC placement because of public safety risk. Workshop participants recommended that the BOP review internal policies and processes and modify them as needed to ensure that resources are dedicated to those individuals who are most in need in a manner that does not compromise public safety.

Reentry Peer Navigators
According to participants, peer navigators, or mentors with lived experience, can play an important role in preparing incarcerated individuals for employment and successful reentry. The BOP should consider ways to better leverage peer navigators, beginning in the incarceration period and continuing throughout the reentry process (i.e., in the RRC).

Peer navigators have been used successfully in reentry programs across the country (Matthews, 2021). Properly vetted, trained, and supervised navigators can offer several benefits. For example, these individuals often have immediate credibility with incarcerated individuals, as they may come from similar backgrounds and share common life experiences. Because peer navigators have successfully navigated the reentry process themselves, they can provide emotional support, guidance, encouragement, and hope to incarcerated individuals. As needed or allowed, they may also serve as advocates to help ensure that needs (such as obtaining identification) are being addressed. They may influence change in correctional organizations and their connections with the community (Portillo, Goldberg, and Taxman, 2017). Peer navigators can provide guidance on planning careers, setting reasonable expectations, interviewing effectively, explaining gaps in employment, and dealing with difficult bosses and coworkers. Furthermore, they can help individuals better prepare for life in the community in general, such as by helping them navigate access to social services, deal with family issues, or simply prepare for the multitude of decisions they will have to make on their own once they are released into the community.

Volunteers as Peer Navigators
Workshop participants discussed the possibility of using volunteers as an additional source of support, but several challenges were raised. Although the BOP leverages thousands of volunteers to support reentry efforts, the process to gain clearance to enter an institution can be rigorous, and the agency tends to take a conservative approach to these decisions. Participants noted that, in most cases, formerly incarcerated individuals would have difficulty gaining approval to volunteer. Approvals are made on a case-by-case basis at the local level, and some institutions can be more restrictive than others. Another obstacle to the use of volunteers is that some institutions, particularly those with high security classifications, are in remote areas that are difficult to access or in small communities with fewer resources. Furthermore, the pool of potential volunteers in these areas is likely limited.

Challenges aside, participants said that policies should be reexamined to better leverage volunteers. For example, to the extent possible, institutions should consider relaxing restrictions, as the benefits can outweigh the risks. The BOP should consider relaxing restrictions agencywide. Furthermore, if investments are made in telepresence infrastructure, vetted volunteer peer navigators could interact with incarcerated individuals remotely (e.g., via tablet, kiosk, or computer). This approach could provide the benefit of pairing incarcerated individuals with navigators who live in the communities that these individuals will be released to and who are, therefore, knowledgeable about the location, job market, housing, and available reentry resources. Ideally, with coordination, the peer navigators could remain attached to the reentering individuals throughout release to RRCs, community supervision, or both, providing continuity of care. To address security concerns, telepresence interactions could be monitored or recorded as needed.

Hiring of Formerly Incarcerated Individuals
Taking it a step further, some participants argued that it would be powerful if the BOP could hire peer navigators with lived experience. At least 30 states have policies that allow such

“It’s a very rare exception for a prior inmate to be able to come in.”

“When you talk to returning citizens, [they say that] their success was attributed to a person, not a program.”
hiring. Like volunteers, these staff could work with incarcerated individuals at the institution or, ideally, remotely, from the community. Several state and local correctional systems have successfully hired formerly incarcerated persons to work in their prisons (Chammah and Neff, 2018). Typically, policies prohibit these individuals from working as correctional officers or in positions that allow access to sensitive information; however, jobs in rehabilitative services are usually permitted. For example, the South Dakota Department of Corrections hired a formerly incarcerated individual to work as a mentor to individuals held in restrictive housing (Hult, 2016). The New York City Department of Correction recently hired a formerly incarcerated individual to serve in a senior leadership position (Miller, 2021).

As discussed, the BOP operates in a different environment from that of state and local correctional agencies. As a law enforcement agency, the BOP lacks flexibility with respect to hiring individuals with criminal records, since it is bound by policies imposed at a higher level (i.e., the U.S. Department of Justice). Participants noted the irony that the BOP is encouraging employers to hire returning citizens when it itself cannot do so. However, policy change could provide an opportunity to lead by example. Clearly, the BOP should not ignore a candidate’s criminal past, but case-by-case hiring decisions would be more useful than blanket restrictions and would demonstrate a meaningful commitment to helping returning citizens succeed.

> “[Hiring individuals convicted of felonies is] a challenging thing to do, but we are asking corporations to do it.”

A somewhat easier lift would be expansion of the use of peer navigators in the RRCs. Participants noted that, on some occasions, BOP officials authorize RRC operators to hire formerly incarcerated individuals, but this is not general practice. The participants expressed the view that, regardless of the setting or structure, greater use of properly vetted and supervised peer navigators could better prepare returning citizens for employment opportunities.

**Skill Development**

**Alignment with the Needs of Industry**

According to participants, employment outcomes could significantly improve through stronger working relationships between the BOP and key players (such as community-based reentry service organizations, workforce development entities, employers, labor unions, workforce boards, chambers of commerce, and business roundtables) in the communities that most incarcerated individuals will be returning to. Better coordination and collaboration with these entities directly or through intermediary organizations can yield several benefits. For example, the BOP aims to provide incarcerated individuals with access to vocational programming that is aligned with the current and future needs of industry. These entities, which have “boots on the ground,” can provide important insights that could be used to help guide decisions about future programming and resource investment. These relationships could also yield timely insights on local job markets that could help inform career planning for incarcerated individuals and fill specific gaps in the workforce. If individuals are made aware that there is (or will be) a shortage of welders in their community, they may be motivated to pursue training and certification in this field.

Aspects of the BOP structure can make it challenging to establish partnerships with these entities. The vast majority of BOP staff are based in one of the 122 correctional institutions across the country, which are often located in remote areas. Typically, there is one reentry affairs coordinator (RAC) per institution. RACs work with key entities in the communities surrounding the institutions. However, in most cases, these are not the same communities that most individuals will be releasing to. Reentry staff at an institution work with individuals returning to any number of communities across the country, which can make it challenging to understand each ecosystem and coordinate resources. RRCs are better positioned to make these connections, at least geographically, but they are operated by a multitude of contractors, and service levels can be uneven. Participants argued that partnerships between reentry staff and key entities in the community should be leveraged while individuals are still in the institution; therefore, the BOP might develop a strategy to better connect institutional staff with community ecosystems and dedicate resources toward this effort. For example, expanded use of telepresence technology could be leveraged.

Beyond geography, some participants noted structural barriers. Although the First Step Act calls for increased public-sector and private-sector partnerships, some participants men-
tioned that it can be challenging for the BOP to develop these relationships because of the Federal Acquisition Regulation and other guidelines and internal processes that are designed to ensure equitable treatment of similar organizations. Even access to free services can present challenges, according to some participants. Clarity and direction are needed so that the agency can take full advantage of these partnerships and potential opportunities.

Skills in Demand

With respect to vocational programming that is currently offered, participants asserted that skilled trades (e.g., welders, mechanics, electricians, HVAC technicians) are in high demand, pay very well, and have a relatively low point of entry. Greater investment in developing these skills may be fruitful, particularly if connections can be made between the BOP and these industries. That said, in many cases, skilled trades are becoming increasingly digitized. For example, HVAC systems are now controlled by home automation devices via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. Today’s automobiles can have as many as 100 electronic control units, each dedicated to a specific function (Muller, 2019). Therefore, the participants argued that vocational training programs should incorporate modern technology as needed so that individuals will be fully prepared to work in the “real world.” For example, FPI has invested in state-of-the-art technology and equipment in some portfolio areas. Other vocational programs should keep pace to remain relevant. In some cases, access to technology may introduce security risks that must be managed.

While the BOP offers some training to prepare incarcerated individuals for careers in information technology, and such programs as The Last Mile have gained traction in state correctional agencies, some participants expressed the view that this field may be saturated. Furthermore, careers in coding or software development may be of interest to only a small segment of the incarcerated population, and those individuals would be competing with non-justice-involved college graduates for the same jobs.

"Every millennial is getting into tech now. The sweet spot is skilled trades."

Employability Skills

Participants said that returning citizens often lack employability skills—i.e., soft skills. Lack of these skills can render returning citizens unprepared to enter the workforce on release. Among individuals released from BOP custody in 2010, only one-third were employed at any point in the three years prior to incarceration (Carson et al., 2021). Participants argued that greater emphasis should be placed on teaching the basic life skills that affect employability, such as proper hygiene and dress, being on time, social cues, interpersonal skills, and verbal and nonverbal communication.

Development of job interview skills should also be prioritized. According to a U.S. Department of Justice report, courses in interview skills were offered in only 47 percent of BOP institutions, and 55 percent of institutions offered mock job fairs (Office of the Inspector General, 2016). Participants stressed that returning citizens need to be able to confidently present themselves to prospective employers in a manner that highlights their positive attributes and the self-improvement initiatives they undertook during incarceration; that is, they need to be able to sell themselves. These individuals should be prepared with techniques and strategies to explain their time out of the workforce and navigate such issues as appropriately following up after an interview, dealing with rejection, negotiating a fair wage, requesting time off, resolving conflict, coping, and handling critical feedback from a supervisor. Although several of these skills are included in available programming, increased availability would be beneficial. Some participants argued that, whenever possible, this type of training should be provided by peer navigators or other qualified individuals with lived experience.

Beyond traditional programming, participants identified two somewhat novel approaches to improving soft skills. The first approach involves modifying institutional operational
practices. Most institutional jobs (such as food service, janitorial, and laundry jobs) are simply assigned to individuals. Instead, the BOP could consider a formal interview process for all work assignments and promotions. Individuals could be managed and evaluated on work performance in a way that mirrors what they might experience in the community. They could benefit from the opportunity to practice their interviewing skills, become more accustomed to employer expectations, and learn to accept critical feedback, all of which are highly relevant in the job market. Participants acknowledged that these practices would require a change in organizational culture, and any work perceived as an additional demand on staff might require buy-in from staff and the union.

The second approach leverages technology to help individuals practice their interviewing skills. For example, in its Vocational Villages program, the Michigan Department of Corrections is exploring a virtual reality (VR)–supported job interview training tool (Smith et al., 2020). Using the tool, an incarcerated individual may select one of eight positions at a fictional company and complete a job application similar to those found online from national retailers. They can then “interview” with a virtual hiring manager that interacts with the individual’s responses to open-ended questions. An on-screen, nonverbal job coach feature provides real-time feedback on performance. After each interview, the individual is scored on their performance and receives summary feedback. Repetitive practice allows the individual to improve skills and get more comfortable in an interview setting, including by answering difficult questions about a prior conviction. Results of a feasibility study indicate that users found the tool to be user friendly and helpful in preparing for interviews (Smith et al., 2023). Furthermore, use of the tool appears to improve job interview skills, reduce anxiety associated with interviews, and improve employment outcomes (Smith et al., 2023). Variations of this technology are being used in the community. For example, Goodwill Industries, in partnership with Accenture, has made VR-based interview training available in ten community-based organizations across the country (Brown, 2021). The BOP should evaluate the feasibility of leveraging VR-based training tools or other technology-based training tools to build interview skills.

“More formal opportunities to interview] could give [incarcerated individuals] feedback on their soft skills and where they need to grow; [they] could help identify issues [e.g., problem with authority or need to improve communication skills], then get people into support groups.”

“A lot of the incarcerated individuals I’ve dealt with don’t have the background to navigate bus systems to get to work; if you’re going to be late, what do you do? We try our best to teach these skills, but I think we honestly fail at it; a lot of it comes down to the commitment of the person overseeing those programs at the institution.”

“The more we can incorporate real-life situations using technology, the better prepared individuals will be for reentry.”
Basic Digital Literacy

There is a growing recognition that a foundational level of digital literacy (e.g., turning on a computer, using a smartphone, conducting an internet search, writing an email, submitting an online application) is necessary to even function, much less thrive, in today’s society (Hecker and Loprest, 2019); see Figure 3, which illustrates the share of jobs in low–, medium–, and high–digital skill occupations in 2002 and 2016. According to workshop participants, many returning citizens lack these skills, and this lack can be a major barrier to gainful employment. For example, it is impossible to access information about job openings, apply for positions, or navigate the selection process without access to technology and the requisite skills to use it. Even most low-skilled workers in today’s job market need a degree of digital literacy. For example, commercial truck drivers need to be able to use GPS navigation.

Furthermore, as digitalization has rapidly changed the world of work, it has inevitably affected the skills needed for economic opportunity and advancement (Muro et al., 2017). That is, digital skills are not only increasingly required for entry-level jobs but also critical for progressing from a job to an eventual career. For a variety of reasons, individuals may never have had the opportunity to develop these skills prior to incarceration. In some cases, even individuals who possessed these skills prior to incarceration or may be considered digital natives will be poorly positioned on release because of the rapid advancement of technology. For example, more than 50 percent of those in BOP custody have sentences of over ten years (BOP, 2023). Therefore, the technology that individuals may have used in the community before incarceration will likely be obsolete by the time of their release. Ultimately, returning citizens too often come out of prison on the wrong side of the digital divide, and, thus, are disadvantaged. To help bridge this gap, participants recommended that the BOP consider bolstering existing programs (or creating new ones) to teach basic digital skills to incarcerated individuals prior to their release. Furthermore, as technology advances rapidly, refresher courses or updates may be required at various intervals. One participant said that these skills are so important that they should be prioritized to be on par with current mandates regarding GED and literacy program participation or should be otherwise incentivized in some way.

Access to technology can present security risks. According to participants, the BOP needs to manage these risks and work to find a balance between legitimate security concerns and the importance of digital literacy to employment and successful reentry. Furthermore, the agency should explore ways to incentivize appropriate use of technology to mitigate risk.

Preparation of Résumés and Supporting Documents

According to participants, every returning citizen should leave prison with a résumé, regardless of length of incarceration. Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, this does not always occur. Participants identified opportunities for improvement. For example, access to résumé-writing courses, which were offered in only 58 percent of institutions, could be expanded.

“The BOP can be so risk averse that we take ourselves out of the game. We know the risks; we just have to manage them. We can’t allow all individuals to fall behind because 10 percent will find a way to cheat the system.”
Furthermore, emphasis should be placed on helping individuals prepare functional résumés (versus traditional or chronological résumés) that highlight their skills, education, and self-improvement efforts without focusing on their time in prison.

Many incarcerated individuals may have no previous work experience to document, and, for some, a prison job may be the only position they have ever held. The lack of a verifiable work history can be a significant impediment to securing employment, according to participants. To help address this issue, participants suggested that the BOP consider encouraging staff to provide personalized recommendations for individuals who have demonstrated outstanding performance, work ethic, or both in their institutional jobs. This kind of personalized, exceptional recommendation would be beneficial to incarcerated individuals, but the benefit would be lost if such recommendations became routine, perfunctory, or insincere. Although it was noted that FPI is exploring this approach, the practice could be expanded and supported by policy and guidance for staff. This is another area that would require cultural change and potential policy change for the agency, since some staff might be reluctant to be perceived as vouching for incarcerated individuals or might feel peer pressure to not go out of their way to help these individuals.

Relatedly, participants noted that incarcerated individuals might not have easy access to their résumés, recommendation letters, certifications, and other important documents, or these documents might be only in paper form. As individuals move from their institutions to RRCs or directly to their communities, hard copies can get lost or damaged. Furthermore, without access to a scanner, individuals cannot attach their résumés to online applications. Participants identified the need for electronic storage of critical documents (e.g., via a cloud service) so that they can be retrieved later from any device as needed. Such a solution not only would help individuals maintain their records but also would help downstream actors (e.g., RRCs, probation officers, community-based reentry organizations), since they often lack access to or even awareness of these documents and credentials. An investment in the BOP’s information technology infrastructure may be required to actualize this recommendation.

**Preparation for Release**

**Connections to Employers**

Participants noted that although many individuals may attain marketable skills that prepare them to work, there is often a disconnect in securing jobs. As discussed, better relationships with community-based reentry organizations, employers, and other relevant entities can help bridge the gap. For example, participants asserted that employers, including those in large industries (such as manufacturing), are generally unaware of the types of skills that returning citizens may possess. As a result, they might not readily think of returning citizens as a source of talent. Participants recommended that the BOP develop strategies to effectively and proactively communicate this information to targeted segments of industry. For example, short videos highlighting FPI’s manufacturing program could be produced and disseminated directly to relevant audiences to begin engagement with national and local employers. The key message is that returning citizens have relevant vocational skills and can fill vacancies on release. At a more tactical level, the BOP could proactively utilize data about individuals’ skills, certifications, release dates, and release locations. For example, if the BOP knows that a cohort of individuals with commercial driver’s licenses (from any institution) will be released to Colorado in the next 90 days, it could begin to work with employers and workforce development intermediaries in that state to let them know about this pool of talent and make connections.

“Make sure [that returning citizens] come home with a résumé—even if it is 15 years of prison work.”

“I don’t think Caterpillar or John Deere know[s] that we have guys who will be well prepared to enter that workforce.”
Better Access to Job Information

Participants suggested that incarcerated individuals would benefit from greater access to information about employment opportunities on an ongoing basis. As discussed, most individuals are housed hundreds of miles from their residences, which makes it difficult for them to get information about the job market. Technology can help bridge this gap. For example, many community-based reentry organizations maintain online lists of resources—including lists of employers known to hire individuals with criminal records—for formerly incarcerated individuals. Furthermore, some entities (e.g., Honest Jobs, 70 Million Jobs) have online platforms that are specifically designed to connect incarcerated individuals with employment opportunities. These platforms often partner with verified second-chance employers to post positions online.\(^\text{14}\) Some platforms allow applicants to register, enter their conviction data, search for jobs in their desired location, and/or use algorithms to generate a suitability score based on such factors as the match between the criminal record and the position. For example, a conviction of driving while intoxicated could lower the match score for a delivery driver position. In this way, individuals can identify the types of jobs that are available and the pay, which can help them determine the types of training they may wish to pursue while incarcerated. For individuals who are closer to release, this information could provide insights into the employers and positions that are most likely to lead to success, saving time and frustration. Of course, there are challenges associated with allowing incarcerated individuals to access the internet so that they can access these platforms and resources. That said, there are well-established methods to manage associated security risks, such as permitting access to approved links, supervising or monitoring access, and making content accessible without an internet connection.

Virtual Job Fairs

Participants stressed that incarcerated individuals, particularly those with marketable skills and those who are work-ready, should be able to begin the process of seeking employment prior to release from the institution. Although the BOP has organized in-person job fairs at institutions, the effectiveness of this approach can be somewhat limited, according to participants. In large part, these events are typically attended by employers in the immediate area of the institution, and, as discussed, many individuals will be released to other locations. Therefore, these events might not be relevant to a large segment of the population or employers. There is a need to connect incarcerated individuals with potential employers in the cities that they will be returning to, and participants argued that telepresence technologies (such as videoconferencing) could be leveraged to address this challenge. There is precedent for this at the state level. For example, the Indiana Department of Correction has partnered with the Indiana Department of Workforce Development’s Hoosier Initiative for Re-Entry to conduct

“We do a great job of education, but we do a poor job of giving [incarcerated individuals] the skills they need to go find the job; if they have a welding [certification], they don’t know where to go get the job when they get out.”

“It would be great if, 60 days before release, [incarcerated individuals] have access to employers they fit with; start sending out résumés, maybe have [a] Zoom interview with the employer—so [that], at release, they may already have a job—instead of going to a halfway house and then start looking. At the halfway house, it’s a matter of ‘just find a job’; it’s not about finding meaningful employment.”
virtual job fairs (Barack, 2019). One series of events connected six employers with individuals incarcerated at five different prisons. Individuals were able to make connections with employers, learn about available jobs, and ask questions about the application process. In the BOP context, a series of virtual job fairs could be scheduled according to the metropolitan areas that incarcerated individuals will be returning to (e.g., Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles). Employers and other relevant organizations could be recruited and invited to present opportunities, and incarcerated individuals slated to return to the area could participate from any institution in the country. Some virtual job fairs could be specific to trades (such as manufacturing, diesel mechanics, or welding) based on common certifications earned by incarcerated individuals and could target relevant employers and labor unions in an area. The virtual job fair could lead to virtual interviews and tentative offers on release. While this approach is feasible, the BOP would likely require an investment in technology infrastructure to accomplish it in a secure manner. Furthermore, significant coordination would be required to organize the events.

**Need for Identification**

After incarceration, many individuals no longer have state-issued identification documents, such as birth certificates and drivers’ licenses (Wise, 2020). In some cases, institutions may lose these documents (Deloitte Development, 2016). The lack of identification is a significant hindrance to obtaining employment, since this documentation is required to obtain employment, but it is also essential to accessing other services that are critical to successful reentry, such as government benefits, health care, and housing.

According to participants, many individuals are released from BOP institutions each year without adequate identification. According to a recent GAO report, of inmates released from a BOP facility from 2018 to 2021, just over 40 percent had a Social Security card, under 20 percent had a birth certificate, about 25 percent had a photo ID, 37 percent were released without any form of identification, and 11 percent were undetermined, as shown in Figure 4 (GAO, 2022).

Individuals released without identification documents must try to obtain replacement identification, which can be challenging because of related costs; transportation issues; difficulty obtaining other supporting documentation, which can take several weeks; or some combination of these factors. Furthermore, during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, many state departments of motor vehicles and Social Security Administration offices were closed to in-person transactions, creating additional delays and frustration for returning citizens (Wise, 2020). Ultimately, the lack of identification prevents individuals from hitting the ground running and can set them up for failure at the very time when they need the most support.

Recognizing the importance of this issue, 17 states have enacted laws aimed at helping incarcerated individuals get permanent or temporary identification cards on or immediately following release (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2023). Other states tackle this problem through agreements between administrative agencies, such as departments of motor vehicles and departments of corrections (DOCs). For example, a returning citizen can either exchange their DOC identifica-

---

**Figure 4. Percentage of Individuals Released from the Federal Bureau of Prisons Who Have Identification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification Documents</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three ID documents</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two ID documents</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One ID document</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ID</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undetermined</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Features information from GAO, 2022.
According to participants, the BOP has lagged behind the states, even though the First Step Act requires the agency to assist individuals in obtaining identification. Although the BOP has a memorandum of understanding with the Social Security Administration in place that allows eligible individuals to apply for a replacement Social Security card, participants acknowledged that not everyone leaves an institution with this document in hand. It is significantly more challenging to secure state-issued identification from the BOP than it is to secure state-issued identification from a state DOC. Whereas a state can establish partnerships among relevant agencies and enact legislation as needed, the BOP, as a federal agency, does not have this authority. Efforts by a previous U.S. attorney general to encourage states to accept a returning citizen’s BOP identification in exchange for state identification have not gained traction (Lantigua-Williams, 2016). However, in a few states, BOP identification is now accepted as a secondary form of identification (Georgia Justice Project, 2017). In these states, an individual with a birth certificate and a BOP ID can apply for state identification.

Participants encouraged the BOP to invest more resources and focus into obtaining Social Security cards and birth certificates for all individuals prior to their release from the institution. In addition, the U.S. Department of Justice (or other parts of federal government) should continue to work with states to incentivize the acceptance of a BOP ID as a recognized government-issued document. Ultimately, formerly incarcerated individuals are returning to their states of residence. Easy access to identification allows these individuals to reintegrate more quickly, which can lower their chances of recidivism, providing a clear benefit to the local community and the state. Therefore, it would be in the state’s best interest to remove the barrier of obtaining identification.

**Driving Privileges**

Although state-issued identification is not necessarily related to driving privileges, participants expressed the view that facilitating access to a driver’s license is important for a variety of reasons. Some jobs may require the ability to drive. In addition, in some parts of the country, public transportation is not a viable option, so individuals need to be able to drive to get to and from work. Again, the BOP has no control over the issuance of a drivers’ license. However, participants suggested that, at a minimum, an incarcerated individual’s driving status should be examined as part of reentry planning so that issues, such as suspended, revoked, or expired licenses, can be identified well before release and a resolution plan put in place.

**Better Access to Community-Based Reentry Organizations**

Participants discussed the need for stronger relationships between the BOP and key community-based reentry organizations in the cities that most incarcerated individuals will be returning to. For example, such entities as the Center for Employment Opportunities and Goodwill work in many communities across the country to connect returning citizens with transitional, subsidized employment, but these organizations also provide key supportive services, such as soft skills training, coaching, and career support. Providing incarcerated individuals with information about these entities, their available resources, and how to access them should lead to smoother transitions to the community, particularly if the individuals are...
not placed in RRCs and/or have greater needs. Ideally, BOP staff could facilitate personal connections between individuals and appropriate organizations so that “warm handoffs” can occur prior to release from the institution. Participants noted that these connections can provide comfort to returning citizens who might not have other support systems. These handoffs could occur in person, depending on the location of the institution; however, telepresence solutions would likely be more practical given the geographic challenges.

Post-Institutional Release Process
In most cases, an individual is transferred from a federal institution to BOP community custody in an RRC, which is followed by a period of supervised release—that is, probation. Overall, approximately 75 percent of incarcerated individuals are placed in RRCs for a period of up to one year (GAO, 2016), and approximately 80 percent must serve a period of probation (Schmitt and Jeralds, 2022). RRC residents are still technically in the custody of the BOP. When the custody portion of the sentence is complete, the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts assumes responsibility of the case, if ordered to do so by the court, and the returning citizen is assigned to a U.S. probation officer in the district to which the returning citizen is releasing. Workshop participants discussed key challenges of the RRC and community supervision periods.

Residential Reentry Center Capacity and Locations
Although BOP contractors operate approximately 200 RRCs, participants asserted that more facilities are needed to meet growing demand. Most returning citizens are placed in RRCs that are relatively close to their homes, but many returning citizens are not (see Figure 5). Deloitte (2016) reported that approximately 32 percent of individuals are housed more than 50 miles from their homes. This reality is attributed to several factors, including the lack of an RRC closer to home or limited bed space at a closer RRC. Participants recognized the challenges associated with siting RRCs (e.g., many communities do not want them, there are zoning restrictions, potential locations are not close to public transportation), and they recognized that the BOP is dependent on contractors being willing to bid to operate in a particular geographic location; however, participants noted the need to evaluate all options for improving capacity.

Conditions of Residential Reentry Centers and Supervised Release
While both the RRCs and supervised release staff are responsible for helping returning citizens find employment and successfully reenter society, they also must monitor the returning citizens’ compliance with the conditions of their release. Workshop participants acknowledged the importance of
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**Figure 5. Percentage of Residential Reentry Center Residents Within Each Distance-from-Home Category**

*Source: Adapted from Deloitte Development, 2016. Note: Percentages do not sum to 100 due to rounding.*
accountability and guardrails but expressed concern that overly restrictive rules and conditions can sometimes interfere with an individual’s ability to succeed (e.g., getting last-minute approval to pick up an extra shift).

**Requirement of Full-Time Employment**

Within 30 days of arriving at an RRC, residents are expected to be employed 40 hours per week. This requirement is established in part to help individuals build a financial base. Several participants noted that although the requirement for full-time employment is well intentioned, it may be unrealistic and counterproductive in the long run, particularly as a blanket approach. For example, participants argued that returning citizens often struggle with getting acclimated to the RRC (e.g., adjusting to new staff, rules, and residents), getting accustomed to being back in the community, and reestablishing relationships with family and friends. This transition period can be quite stressful, even without the added pressure to quickly find a full-time job. In some instances, individuals in transitional custody are also required to pay a subsistence fee (based on their gross income), which conflicts with their ability to build a financial base. According to one participant, the requirements of the RRC might lead returning citizens to focus on things that conflict with their individual goals; for example, they might “need to pay subsistence [instead of] community college, for instance. [This starts] them on a track of ‘you gotta do what you have to do’ rather than [do] what’s meaningful to that person; is it ultimately in the community’s best interest for someone to be in a position they don’t want to be in?”

Recent data suggest that it can take an average of more than six months for individuals released from BOP custody to find their first jobs (Carson et al., 2021). From a practical perspective, some individuals simply might not have the requisite identification to work, since obtaining identification can take weeks (Deloitte Development, 2016). Furthermore, depending on the individual and the programming received in the institution, the individual might not yet possess the employability skills to be work-ready and/or might not have a marketable credential. Some participants expressed concern that, for these individuals, the requirement to quickly find full-time work may be unrealistic at best and counterproductive at worst. Given the circumstances, it is likely that available jobs will be low paying and lack advancement opportunities. Participants noted that, in these cases, individuals are often unable to sustain themselves, which can lead to burnout, frustration, and eventual failure and recidivism. For some individuals, the initial period in the RRC might be better spent developing skills, earning credentials, and preparing for the workforce.

Participants also suggested that the requirement for full-time employment may be too restrictive. Ultimately, several participants expressed the belief that policy should allow for more flexibility and a tailored approach for each individual that is based in part on the individual’s interests, goals, and capabilities. Depending on the circumstances, educational programming, apprenticeships, internships, and part-time work may be more beneficial for some individuals. More flexibility in employment requirements could lead to more success in the long term. Depending on the individual, adjustment to the community might be challenging, and part-time work might be most beneficial because it would allow more time for other programming or nonemployment opportunities. The BOP should consider these as acceptable alternatives to a requirement of full-time employment. Such an approach may allow for a more gradual reentry process for individuals who need more time and support and may result in better outcomes in the long term.

**Need for Greater Flexibility**

Participants also noted that staff can be overly rigid and emphasize adherence to policy over the best interests of an individual. Participants generally acknowledged that, for many staff, it is often easier to say no and follow policy or established processes than to be open to creative solutions to help people succeed.

Participants discussed other common situations that can negatively affect employment. For example, scheduled time away from the RRC must be approved in advance, but employed individuals may be asked to work overtime with little notice. Therefore, to the extent possible, staff should grant requests to work overtime and adjust curfews as quickly as possible. Similarly, while RRC or probation staff are authorized to contact an employer to check up on returning citizens, care should be taken not to unduly burden the employer. Participants also noted that staff can be overly rigid and emphasize adherence to policy over the best interests of an individual. Participants generally acknowledged that, for many staff, it is often easier to say no and follow policy or established processes than to be open to creative solutions to help people succeed.

Participants discussed other common situations that can negatively affect employment. For example, scheduled time away from the RRC must be approved in advance, but employed individuals may be asked to work overtime with little notice. Therefore, to the extent possible, staff should grant requests to work overtime and adjust curfews as quickly as possible. Similarly, while RRC or probation staff are authorized to contact an employer to check up on returning citizens, care should be taken not to unduly burden the employer. Participants also noted that staff can be overly rigid and emphasize adherence to policy over the best interests of an individual. Participants generally acknowledged that, for many staff, it is often easier to say no and follow policy or established processes than to be open to creative solutions to help people succeed.

Participants discussed other common situations that can negatively affect employment. For example, scheduled time away from the RRC must be approved in advance, but employed individuals may be asked to work overtime with little notice. Therefore, to the extent possible, staff should grant requests to work overtime and adjust curfews as quickly as possible. Similarly, while RRC or probation staff are authorized to contact an employer to check up on returning citizens, care should be taken not to unduly burden the employer.

Participants also noted that staff can be overly rigid and emphasize adherence to policy over the best interests of an individual. Participants generally acknowledged that, for many staff, it is often easier to say no and follow policy or established processes than to be open to creative solutions to help people succeed.

Participants discussed other common situations that can negatively affect employment. For example, scheduled time away from the RRC must be approved in advance, but employed individuals may be asked to work overtime with little notice. Therefore, to the extent possible, staff should grant requests to work overtime and adjust curfews as quickly as possible. Similarly, while RRC or probation staff are authorized to contact an employer to check up on returning citizens, care should be taken not to unduly burden the employer. Partici-
pants argued that overcautious staff can not only jeopardize an individual’s job but also deter the employer from hiring returning citizens in the future.

As appropriate, RRC and probation staff should work with employers to ensure that they understand that returning citizens might need time off for justice-related requirements, such as drug tests or office visits, just as any other employee would need time off for dentist appointments or child-care issues. However, participants argued that justice-related obligations should be scheduled outside returning citizens’ work hours whenever possible, which may require creativity and flexibility on the part of staff. Ultimately, the rules and conditions of release should not trump the ultimate goal of successful reentry.

**Restriction on Associations**

Participants discussed a general supervision condition that prohibits returning citizens from associating with others who have been convicted of a felony unless the probation officer approves. This condition is based on empirical evidence that associating with antisocial peers is a criminogenic factor that may increase the likelihood of future criminal behavior (Andrews, 1989; Cobbina, Huebner, and Berg, 2012; Yukhnenko, Blackwood, and Fazel, 2020). Although the participants understood the rationale for the requirement, they also acknowledged that it may be overly restrictive and counterproductive. They discussed several factors. For example, many returning citizens come back to situations in which their friends and families may have criminal records. They may have no one else to depend on for shelter, housing, and food. Isolating formerly incarcerated individuals from the only support that they may have can be detrimental. Furthermore, this supervision condition can make it more difficult for returning citizens to gain advice and perspective from others who have been in the exact same situation, which can be a disservice. As discussed, peer navigators with lived experience can be very important to successful reentry, but this association could be perceived as a violation if prior approval is not granted. Ultimately, more flexibility and thoughtful application of this condition is needed.

**Greater Tolerance for Missteps**

Finally, participants said that, in general, there is a small margin for error for returning citizens. Particularly with respect to violations of RRC conditions, there is a high likelihood that slipups will occur, and individuals should be given opportunities to fail and do better the next time. As appropriate, there should be more flexibility when addressing minor misconduct, particularly if the individual is employed, as even a short period of incarceration will almost certainly result in job loss and potentially damaged relationships with employers.

**Ongoing Support**

Participants discussed the importance of providing ongoing support to returning citizens, even after they become employed. In some respects, some challenges that these individuals face (such as transportation and child care) are no different from those facing any other employee; however, returning citizens often have additional difficulties.

Participants noted that, in some cases, employers dedicated to second-chance hiring may offer ancillary support (such as coaching, financial assistance, or carpooling) to returning citizens; however, many employers do not have this capacity. Furthermore, participants asserted that many employers are unaware of resources (beyond the RRCs and probation) in the community.

The BOP, in collaboration with the RRCs, can help educate employers about the role that community-based reentry
organizations may play in the provision of wraparound services and facilitation of connections between parties. Participants asserted that simply knowing that resources are available can eliminate some barriers to second-chance hiring. However, once an individual is employed, community-based reentry organizations can be critical in helping the individual maintain long-term employment. Finally, participants noted that individuals often get stuck in their first jobs, so ongoing support is needed to help them prepare for their next jobs and continued career growth.

**Better and More-Timely Data**

During discussions, it became apparent that the lack of data on returning citizens after their release can be a significant hindrance in several ways. At a very basic level, BOP participants reported that information technology system constraints can make it challenging to quickly gather data on programming efforts. Internal metrics, such as completion rates, the number of individuals receiving programming by type, and available programming slots in each institution, are not readily available. More-robust information systems with user-friendly interfaces would allow BOP administrators to better understand how the BOP is utilizing its programming and would help identify opportunities for improved effectiveness and efficiencies.

Participants also lamented the lack of data on general employment outcomes following release from BOP custody. As noted earlier, the most recent study was a response to a congressional mandate that tasked the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the U.S. Census Bureau with reporting on postprison employment of individuals released from federal prison (Carson et al., 2021). Researchers tracked individuals released in 2010 over a four-year follow-up period. Although the study produced some interesting findings, they are somewhat limited in their usefulness. For example, the study used mainly high-level data (e.g., employed versus unemployed, time to first job, earnings) that were outdated (e.g., did not account for recent changes in some areas, such as policy, programming, demographics, and labor markets).

In addition to timely data, participants argued that there is a need for more-granular outcome data that can be linked to institutional programming. For example, the last evaluation of the impact of participation in FPI on recidivism and employment was published in 1992, and the individuals studied were released in the 1980s (GAO, 2020). Although the results were positive (participants were 24 percent less likely to recidivate and 14 percent more likely to be gainfully employed), better data and more research are needed. For example, it would be instructive for the BOP to know such details as the percentage of individuals receiving a certificate in welding who obtained a job in that field, retention rates, and wages earned. These data not only could provide important feedback to administrators and staff who want to know the results of their efforts but also could provide insight into whether the training is adequate and meets the needs of employers or should be modified in some way. Furthermore, these data could help staff motivate incarcerated individuals to engage in vocational programming. As one participant noted, it would be powerful if the incarcerated population had detailed information about how earning a credential can directly lead to financial stability and a better life. Quantifying successful outcomes can inspire hope and motivation. Finally, data on outcomes can help build the case

“We’re joking ourselves if we’re expecting people to come home with a certificate and it will all be fine.”

“Companies don’t know all of the services out there. They just think the person has a probation officer.”

“By the time we get [research findings], it’s six to seven years old; it would be nice to find out if our program is doing what we say it’s doing.”
for additional investment in the vocational areas that are the most fruitful.

Collecting these data can be challenging for several reasons, not the least of which are resource related. For example, participants reported that, as a self-sustaining entity, FPI does not have the funds for this type of research. The BOP has limited evaluation capacity. More important, according to participants, is the lack of access to more-granular data that the BOP would want, particularly once the individual is released from the institution. That said, more can be done to gather these data, at least in the short term. As noted earlier, a significant percentage of individuals will be placed in RRCs for a period of up to a year after release, and the entities contracted to operate the RRCs are responsible for helping individuals obtain employment and monitoring their employment status. Therefore, the RRCs have access to relevant data at a granular level and could be contractually required to collect and report these data to the BOP.

The supervised release period is another opportunity to collect employment outcome data, since the median length of supervision is three years (Schmitt and Jerald's, 2022). Participants said that a partnership between the BOP and the U.S. Probation and Pretrial Services System could provide better insights into employment outcomes, essentially increasing the window of observation to up to four years after institutional release. There are challenges with this approach; because the BOP resides in the executive branch of government while the U.S. Probation and Pretrial Services System sits in the judicial branch, interbranch coordination would be required. Furthermore, according to participants, the system does not routinely or uniformly gather data on supervisee employment outcomes across the 94 U.S. district courts. Resources would have to be dedicated to gathering these data at a level that would be useful to the BOP.

**Change in Narrative**

Social stigma can be a significant barrier to employment and reentry success, according to participants. The public has many misconceptions about formerly incarcerated people. Often, these attitudes are shaped by mass media that tends to sensationalize prisons as a world of hyperviolence, rampant drug use, gang activity, and ongoing criminal behavior (Foss, 2018; Yousman, 2009). Consequently, there can be a misperception that anyone who has been to prison is dangerous, is antisocial, or cannot be trusted, and this misperception can reinforce existing prejudices. Segments of the public that are more advantaged or that lack knowledge of or experience with the realities of incarceration may be more susceptible to these misconceptions. Participants noted that many incarcerated individuals are intelligent, hardworking, and committed to self-improvement and a better life.

Participants argued that the BOP can help change public opinion by developing communication campaigns that highlight the types of programming that individuals have access to while incarcerated and that highlight successful outcomes. They said that there is a need to humanize formerly incarcerated people by sharing their personal stories and struggles. Of course, these individuals would have to be open to sharing their histories, and care should be taken not to “tokenize” individu- als or make them “poster children.” Furthermore, the successes that are highlighted should be attainable for most incarcerated individuals rather than exceptions (such as musicians or

"People don’t realize how likeable [some] incarcerated individuals really are. We [as a society] incarcerate a lot of people we are mad at [and not] scared of."
entrepreneurs). Ultimately, the messaging should focus on the important work that the BOP does to return better citizens to the community and, if possible, should quantify the extent that individuals leave in a better state than that in which they entered (e.g., with new skills, training, and certifications). Finally, messaging should be geared toward the general population, as opposed to a particular audience.

Reducing stigma and changing attitudes among employers is a different matter, according to participants. There was some discussion as to whether the BOP is the best messenger to reach this audience. Ultimately, the general consensus was that employers are most amenable to receiving information about second-chance hiring from their peers. Some organizations, such as the Society for Human Resource Management and the Second Chance Business Coalition, are actively promoting second-chance hiring as a “win-win-win.” The employers gain a competitive advantage by tapping into a large pool of talent (in an era of labor shortage), the individuals can work and gain financial stability, and the communities get the benefit of reductions in recidivism. Some industry advocates (such as Dave’s Killer Bread Foundation) have developed training programs and assembled resources to educate businesses on the issues and misconceptions associated with second-chance hiring, as well as specific strategies to begin and maintain a second-chance hiring initiative.

Participants noted that businesses tend to be data driven and that better data could help change the narrative. While a few employers openly tout their second-chance hiring strategies, collect data, and report outcomes, most do not. In many cases, employers simply do not track the job performance of employee subgroups. In other situations, employers may not be willing to make these data public because of fear of reputational risk (i.e., drawing attention to the fact that the employer hires individuals with criminal records). In any case, the limited data that are available suggest that second-chance hires generally perform as well as or better than non-justice-involved individuals (Korzenik, 2021). Although participants recognized that not all employers need to be vocal about second-chance hiring, they suggested that it would be beneficial if more companies were willing and able to share aggregate outcome data. This data sharing would provide additional support for employers to make hiring decisions based on the skills that candidates possess rather than candidates’ criminal records. That said, the issue of outcome data could be resolved in part if the BOP were able to better track its releases by working with probation departments to get summary data, for instance.

Ultimately, misperceptions and stigma may break down as employers have positive experiences, but individuals must be given the chance to succeed. As for the BOP, participants noted that their part of the bargain is to do everything possible—including teaching employability skills, helping individuals attain some type of marketable credential, and providing ongoing support—to prepare individuals for successful employment.

CONCLUSION

Returning citizens who were incarcerated in federal prisons, particularly individuals with limited work histories or who have been out of the labor market for several years, face significant and well-documented barriers to employment. Although the BOP provides incarcerated individuals with access to vocational and educational programming to help overcome some of these barriers, many individuals will struggle to find formal employment at a sustainable wage on release. To explore the challenges and opportunities associated with improving employment outcomes, project staff conducted a workshop with a group of BOP administrators, community-based reentry service providers, researchers, national employers, and other experts. Workshop participants identified the following key needs, which, if addressed, could lead to better employment outcomes for BOP releases.

Participants noted that organizational culture and staffing issues can have significant bearing on the agency’s ability to prepare incarcerated individuals for successful employment outcomes. Consistent leadership is needed to promote a culture that motivates and supports incarcerated individuals to take advantage of opportunities to improve themselves. Persistent recruitment and retention challenges in both correctional officer and reentry service positions must be addressed, since they can significantly undermine program delivery.

Resources should be focused on ensuring that reentry preparation begins as soon as possible. Staff should engage with incarcerated individuals to determine their interests and begin career planning by establishing short- and long-term goals to work toward. Access to relevant programs that are aligned with the needs of industry should be expanded so that individuals may participate throughout their incarceration, not just during the period prior to release. Finally, the agency should examine its internal policies to ensure that reentry service resources (such as vocational training and RRC placement) are allocated to the individuals with the greatest need.
The BOP must establish stronger relationships with key players (such as community-based reentry organizations, employers, workforce development boards, and business roundtables) in the communities that individuals will be returning to. Developing these partnerships, directly or through intermediaries, can provide the BOP with important insights into the needs of industry so that vocational programming can be better aligned with the job market. Partnerships will also allow the agency to strategically communicate information to industry about the specific skill sets that returning citizens possess and to facilitate connections between job seekers and employers. Participants asserted that these relationships should be established and leveraged while individuals are still in the institution and should carry through their transitions into the community.

According to participants, returning citizens are often unable to take advantage of job opportunities because they lack essential employability skills. There is a need to prioritize institutional programming to address not only basic life skills, such as interpersonal communication, but also employment-specific skills, such as interviewing, résumé preparation, and digital literacy. In addition, lack of identification is a significant hurdle to employment. Efforts to collaborate with states on strategies that allow returning citizens to obtain appropriate identification (such as driver's licenses, non-driver identification cards, and birth certificates) on or prior to release must be renewed and aggressively pursued.

The BOP should consider strategies to better connect incarcerated individuals with resources in the community prior to release. For example, providing individuals with access to online job boards—particularly those that support second-chance hiring—and facilitating virtual job fairs can help returning citizens hit the ground running on arrival at an RRC. Furthermore, connecting incarcerated individuals with community-based reentry organizations can provide critical warm handoffs for individuals who may have greater needs and require additional support or wraparound services. Reentry peer navigators with lived experience can be critical to successful employment and reentry outcomes. The BOP should reexamine its policies and explore how peer navigators can support incarcerated individuals while they are in prison and throughout their transitions into the community.

Several needs were identified that pertain to the period following institutional release (e.g., transfer to community custody in an RRC, supervised release). For example, more RRCs are needed so that individuals may be placed closer to their homes. The policies and procedures of RRCs (such as the requirement for full-time employment within 30 days) and of supervised release (such as the restriction on associations with others who have been convicted of felonies), and how they are applied, should be reexamined to ensure that they are not counterproductive to long-term employment and career goals or unduly strict to the point of setting up returning citizens for failure. As one of the workshop participants noted, “Because of all the new rules and consequences for breaking them, some incarcerated individuals would rather serve their time in an institution . . . than go to a halfway house.” Once an individual becomes employed, greater coordination and collaboration between RRC staff and community-based reentry organizations are needed to provide ongoing coaching and support to help the individual sustain employment and build a career. Furthermore, the RRC should ensure that the employer is aware that resources exist and that the burden of supporting the returning citizen is not entirely on the employer.

Finally, the BOP would benefit from more-robust information technology systems to manage vocational and educational program operations and develop the research capabilities to evaluate effectiveness. Granular and timely outcome data are needed to track key outcomes against specific program participation and other variables. These data can help the agency gain insight into which programs are correlated to successful employment outcomes.

The recommendations outlined by the participants were broad, and some may be more readily attainable than others. For example, changing the culture of a large and complex agency can take many years, but incremental gains can be achieved with consistent leadership and sustained focus. The BOP can work to establish agreements with states to help incarcerated individuals obtain identification, but, ultimately, it has no power to mandate states to do so. Other recommendations, such as allowing exceptions to the requirement that RRC residents obtain full-time employment within 30 days, could be accomplished rather quickly with policy change.

The most-impactful recommendations appear to be those related to developing stronger partnerships between institutions and relevant entities in the communities that most individuals will be returning to. Developing stronger partnerships would represent a significant structural challenge, since institutions currently maintain these relationships with only those entities in the immediate vicinity or in the same state. Because institutions routinely transfer individuals to RRCs or residences hundreds or even thousands of miles away, the organizational model will likely require modification. However, a common
theme during discussions was the need to leverage telepresence technology to overcome geographic challenges.

Addressing the needs outlined in this report can lead to better employment outcomes for returning citizens, which can yield benefits not only for these individuals but also for their families, their communities, and public safety.

ENDNOTES
1 The BOP estimates that the average annual cost of incarceration fee (COIF) was $39,158 per inmate in 2020. The cost for a federal inmate in an RRC was $35,663 per inmate in 2020 (BOP, 2021).
2 A full list of needs can be found in the First Step Act Approved Programs Guide (Reentry Services Division, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 2023).
3 For First Step Act–approved programs, see the First Step Act Approved Programs Guide (Reentry Services Division, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 2023).
4 A description of UNICOR can be found at BOP, undated-d. A list of occupational training programs, by institution, can be found at BOP, 2017.
5 FPI occasionally manufactures goods that would otherwise be made outside the United States and sells them to private-sector firms. The work is produced under the label or brand of the private firm, and FPI’s board of directors has to provide approval. A recent example is the production of surgical appliances (GAO, 2020).
6 RRCs provide a variety of supportive reentry programs to individuals released from prison to improve their ability to transition back into society (U.S. Courts, 2020). All RRCs are expected to assist with employment services, and they all have an employment requirement. See geographic coverage at BOP, undated-a.
7 In 2022 alone, the total was roughly $90 million from the Bureau of Justice Assistance and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (Office of Public Affairs, 2022). The overall BOP budget request for 2023 is over $8 billion.
8 For instance, lockdowns for security purposes interrupt programming and visitation. Concerns about technology misuse prevent institutions from providing access to online educational content or opportunities for building technological skills.
9 There are some examples of institutional climate and positive attitudes among correctional officers influencing incarcerated individuals’ views on treatment (Sauter et al., 2019), as well as examples of culture change among correctional staff involving international exchanges (Hyatt et al., 2021). These examples highlight the idea of improving correctional settings by following a milieu-therapeutic approach.
10 Research has shown that career planning support is critical for success after incarceration and for coordinating efforts, filling a key gap in existing institutional support, and identifying gaps in existing educational or vocational offerings (Davis, Tolbert, and Turner, 2022; McNeeley, 2022).
11 Research consistently shows that individuals with the highest risk of recidivism and highest criminogenic need should be placed in programming to address issues to reduce risk (Byrne, 2020). There is also evidence that overprogramming or oversupervising lower-risk individuals can be counterproductive (Duru, Lovins, and Lovins, 2020). The needs addressed by specific BOP programming can be found in the First Step Act Approved Programs Guide (Reentry Services Division, Federal Bureau of Prisons, 2023).
12 Peer navigators may be particularly important for individuals returning with mental illnesses or substance use disorders, as peer navigators are used in those areas as well (Corrigan et al., 2014; Portillo, Goldberg, and Taxman, 2017).
13 The Last Mile, a nonprofit organization, has established partnerships with correctional facilities in several states to prepare individuals in custody for careers in software engineering and web development (Second Chance Business Coalition, undated).
14 Second-chance employers are those that hire individuals with criminal records. Common hiring practices include asking criminal history–related questions later in the hiring process, training human resources to handle applicants with criminal records, providing internships to individuals with criminal records, and hosting or participating in job fairs for individuals with criminal records.
15 This recommendation mirrors one made by Deloitte as part of a national assessment of RRCs (Deloitte Development, 2016).
16 A warm handoff in this context means starting the process of service provision or other support while the individual is still in the institution to ease the transition from the institution into the community. This way, the individual being released has a level of familiarity with supportive services on release.
17 See also Kelliher, 2022.
18 Key outcomes include employment status (part- or full-time), field of employment, retention, and wages. Employment outcomes could also be compared with specific program participation and other administrative data.
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